Distribution of exonic splicing enhancer elements in human genes.
Ab initio prediction of functional exon splicing enhancer (ESE) elements based on RNA sequences present a challenge in the evaluation of the functional impacts of human genetic polymorphisms on splicing. To better understand the behavior of ESEs, we studied their distribution in human exons and introns for four known SR protein-binding motifs: SF2/SAF, SC35, SRp40, and SRp55. ESEs are enriched in regions in exons that are close to the splice sites, especially in the region 80 to 120 bases away from the ends of splice acceptor sites. Significant enrichment of ESEs is associated with weak splice acceptor sites but not weak donor sites. ESE density decreases at the 3 ends of long exons. ESEs are also enriched in introns with weak donor or acceptor sites. These characteristics of ESEs may help to predict functional ESE sites in RNA sequences.